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Abstract

Zero-shot Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) aims to enable task-oriented dialogue systems to understand
user needs without training data. Challenging but worthwhile, zero-shot SLU reduces the time and effort that data
labeling takes. Recent advancements in large language models (LLMs), such as GPT3.5 and ChatGPT, have shown
promising results in zero-shot settings, which motivates us to explore prompt-based methods. In this study, we
investigate whether strong SLU models can be constructed by directly prompting LLMs. Specifically, we propose a
simple yet effective two-stage framework dubbed GPT-SLU, which transforms the SLU task into a question-answering
problem. Powered by multi-stage mutual guided prompts, GPT-SLU can leverage the correlations between two
subtasks in SLU to achieve better predictions, which is greatly explored in the traditional fine-tuning paradigm.
Experimental results on three SLU benchmark datasets demonstrate the significant potential of LLMs for zero-shot
SLU. Comprehensive analyses validate the effectiveness of our proposed framework and also indicate that there is
still room for further improvement of LLMs in SLU scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) consti-
tutes a pivotal component in task-oriented dialogue
systems, which aims to extract semantic informa-
tion from user utterances (Qin et al., 2021). Re-
cent advancements in SLU have led to success-
ful applications across various industries, includ-
ing voice assistants and voice-controlled smart de-
vices (Chen et al., 2022). To be specific, SLU com-
prises two subtasks: intent detection, which iden-
tifies users’ intents, and slot filling, which extracts
semantic constituents from the user’s query. Con-
sidering the high correlations between these two
subtasks, joint training models have been proposed
(Xing and Tsang, 2022; Zhu et al., 2024, 2023b)
and have shown promising results. However, main-
stream SLU models heavily rely on supervised train-
ing using labeled data. Working with an enormous
amount of labeling data is invariably hectic, labor-
intensive, and time-consuming. Consequently, nu-
merous attempts have focused on fine-tuning tech-
niques to minimize manual labor with zero/few-shot
methods, e.g., few-shot SLU (Wu et al., 2021; Hou
et al., 2022) and zero-shot cross-lingual SLU (Qin
et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2023a; Cheng et al., 2023b).

Recently, the advancement of Large Language
Models (LLMs), such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020),
InstructGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022) and ChatGPT,
has significantly accelerated progress in the field of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Chen et al.,
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2024). Among them, ChatGPT excels in various
NLP tasks, such as summarization (Yang et al.,
2023), machine translation (Jiao et al., 2023b) and
information extraction (Wei et al., 2023). There-
fore, a timing question arises: Is it also effective to
prompt LLMs to do zero-shot SLU tasks?

More recently, Pan et al. (2023); He and Garner
(2023); Li et al. (2023) conducted an initial evalua-
tion of the potential of ChatGPT for SLU. However,
the correlations between the two subtasks have
been overlooked when utilizing LLMs to address
SLU, leading to suboptimal performance. Our core
insight is to exploit the correlations between the
two subtasks to address SLU under the LLM-based
framework, similar to the fine-tuning paradigm.

In this paper, we explore the capabilities of Chat-
GPT and hypothesize that it inherently possesses
qualities suitable for developing a zero-shot SLU
model interactively. Concretely, we present a sim-
ple yet effective two-stage framework GPT-SLU,
which transforms the SLU task into a question-
answering problem. In the first stage, GPT-SLU
aims to generate the initial intent and slot sequence
for the input utterance. Then in the second stage,
GPT-SLU utilizes intent and slots from stage one
as cues to mutually guide each other. By doing
this, GPT-SLU enables two subtasks to guide each
other, akin to traditional fine-tuned joint models,
and to some extent alleviates the hallucination is-
sue (Wang et al., 2023; Huang et al., 2024) in LLMs.

We conduct experiments on three widely
used SLU benchmarks including ATIS (Hemphill
et al., 1990), SNIPS (Coucke et al., 2018) and
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Slot Filling

Schema
Given the following sentences, annotate given 
sentences with slots from the following slot list: […]

Regulations
⋅ Output the annotations in the form of […]
⋅ must not output anything other than the 
annotations

Sentence Input
The input sentence is: […]

Can you make reservations at a 
tea house that serves fettucine

Intent Detection

Schema
Given the following sentences, choose the intent of 
the sentences from the following intent list: […]

Regulations
⋅ Output the annotations in the form of […]
⋅ must not output anything other than the 
annotations

Sentence Input
The input sentence is: […]

intent = BookRestaurant

tea house is a 
“restaurant_type” entity

Stage one

Stage two Slot Filling
Schema
Given the following sentences, […] may be the 
intent, annotate given sentences with slots from the 
following slot list: […]

Regulations
⋅ Output the annotations in the form of […]
⋅ must not output anything other than the 
annotations

Sentence Input
The input sentence is: […]

Can you make reservations at a 
tea house that serves fettucine

Intent Detection
Schema
Given the following sentences, […] may be the slots, 
choose the intent of the sentences from the 
following intent list: […]

Regulations
⋅ Output the annotations in the form of […]
⋅ must not output anything other than the 
annotations

Sentence Input
The input sentence is: […]

intent = BookRestaurant

tea house is a “restaurant_type” entity;
fettucine is a “served_dish” entity

intent = BookRestaurant

tea house is a 
“restaurant_type” entity

Figure 1: The overview for the proposed GPT-SLU framework. For illustration, we use the sample of
SNIPS (Coucke et al., 2018) on two subtasks (intent section and slot filling).

SLURP (Bastianelli et al., 2020). Empirical results
show that vanilla ChatGPT without using GPT-SLU
achieves poor performance with original task in-
struction, while our two-stage framework based on
ChatGPT achieves promising results.

2. Problem Definition

Given an utterance U , the task of SLU aims to
output an intent label OI and a slot label sequence
OS = {oS1 , ..., oSn}, where n is the length of U .

3. GPT-SLU

We decompose the SLU task into two stages, each
containing a single turn of QA, which refers to the
dialogue with ChatGPT. The overview of the pro-
posed GPT-SLU framework is shown in Figure 1,
which we will describe in detail in the following.

3.1. Stage One
This stage generates initial intent and slots, which
can be further decomposed into three components:

Schemas are designed to supply ChatGPT with
crucial information to address SLU, guiding its gen-
eration process. They include intent constraints
or slot constraints, which play a crucial role in ac-
curately generating intents and slots. Specifically,

the intent constraint is a comprehensive list of all
possible intents available for ChatGPT, while the
slot constraints offer examples of valid values and
detailed descriptions associated with each slot.

Regulations are used to guide ChatGPT to gen-
erate reasonable responses. As shown in Figure 1,
we require ChatGPT to first predict intent with tem-
plate "The intent is <intent>". Then, all
extracted slot-value pairs are restricted in the form
of "<value> is an <slot> entity;...".

Input is the sample used for testing. Given the
input in Figure 1 as an example, we ask ChatGPT
to predict the corresponding intents and slots of
sentence input "Can you make reservations at a
tea house that serves fettucine ".

3.2. Stage Two
LLMs often suffer from the hallucination or overpre-
diction issue (Ji et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023).
Moreover, the high correlations between the two
tasks are not leveraged, which is a key aspect in
previous supervised models. Therefore, we utilize
intent and slots from stage one as cues to mutually
guide each other, in a mutual verification manner.

Concretely, once the initial intent has been ob-
tained, we incorporate this into the original state-
ment and modify the schemas in stage one:
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Model SNIPS (Coucke et al., 2018)ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990)SLURP (Bastianelli et al., 2020)
Intent (Acc) Slot (F1) Intent (Acc) Slot (F1) Intent (Acc) Slot (F1)

Finetuned SOTA 99.12† 97.21† 98.54† 96.46† 85.26† -
GPT-3.5 (text-davinci-003) 98.00∗ 68.90∗ 90.03∗ 55.72∗ 72.79 6.03
ChatGPT 97.71∗ 58.24∗ 75.22∗ 15.71∗ - -
GPT-SLU 98.50 75.65 88.90 67.04 80.21 18.75

Table 1: Results on three SLU benchmark datasets. “-” indicates the original paper does not report results.
† denotes the results are obtained from corresponding papers Chen et al. (2022); Chang and Chen (2022).
∗ denotes the results are cited from Pan et al. (2023).

[“intent/slots from stage one” may be the in-
tent/slots]

for slot filling/intent detection task, respectively. In
this manner, the prediction process of each subtask
can be guided by the other, and the fruitful verifi-
cation information from the other task also helps
alleviate the issue of hallucinations.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Metrics
Dataset We use the test set of ATIS (Hemphill
et al., 1990) and SNIPS (Coucke et al., 2018) to
evaluate the zero-shot SLU performance. ATIS has
893 utterances for testing, while SNIPS has 700
ones for testing. To better fit the voice assistant ap-
plication scenario, we also conduct experiments on
SLURP (Bastianelli et al., 2020). SLURP is a large-
scale dataset of commands to voice assistants with
over 141k samples annotated with 60 different in-
tents formulated as scenario-action pairs, as well
as 56 types of entities or slots.

Metrics For metrics, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of models on the widely-used SLU met-
rics (Goo et al., 2018), i.e., accuracy (Acc) for intent
detection and F1 score for slot filling.

4.2. Baselines
We compare our proposed GPT-SLU framework
with the following baselines: (1) GPT-3.5 (Brown
et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022) is a language
model with 175B parameters that have been pre-
trained on an extensive web corpus. In this paper,
we use text-davinci-003 version of GPT-3.5 from
OpenAI API. (2) ChatGPT (Pan et al., 2023) is
a ChatGPT-based method equipped with an in-
context learning prompt template. (3) state-of-
the-art (SOTA) fine-tuned models to provide a
comparative analysis. Specifically, we choose the
model proposed by Chen et al. (2022) on ATIS
and SNIPS. On SLURP, we adopt the results used
by Chang and Chen (2022).

4.3. Main Results

We report the main results in Table 1, from which
we can draw the following conclusions: (1) While
ChatGPT (Row ChatGPT, using vanilla single-
stage prompt instead of GPT-SLU) performs poorly
in solving SLU, our proposed two-stage frame-
work based on ChatGPT (Row GPT-SLU) suc-
ceeds. GPT-SLU generally improves performance
over three widely used SLU datasets significantly.
(2) GPT-SLU surpasses GPT-3.5 on SNIPS and
SLURP. We attribute it to the fact that the proposed
multi-turn interactive prompts can better leverage
ChatGPT’s multi-turn ability to improve SLU per-
formance. (3) The performance of ChatGPT on
slot filling is significantly lower compared to intent
detection. We intuitively suspect that this is due to
the gap between the semantic labeling task and the
text generation model leads to inferior performance
when applying LLMs to resolve the slot filling task.

4.4. Model Analysis

Multi-stage mutual guided prompts can boost
SLU To evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed two-stage framework, we employ a single-
stage prompt to predict the SLU results. The results
are shown in Table 2. We observe that the GPT-
SLU surpasses the single-stage prompt across
both metrics. We attribute it to the fact that multi-
stage mutual guided prompts more effectively ex-
ploit the correlations between the two subtasks than
the single-stage direct prompt, leveraging LLM’s
capabilities to harness the inter-task correlations.

Model
SLURP

Intent
(Acc)

Slot
(F1)

Two-stage mutual guided prompts 80.21 18.75
Single-stage prompt 75.59 13.35

Table 2: Results of prompt strategies on SLURP.
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Utterance is it going to be chillier at 10 pm in texas

Intent GetWeather

Slot chillier: condition_temperature; at 10 pm: timeRange; texas: state

Utterance this textbook gets a two

Intent The intent of the input sentence is RateBook

Slot textbook: object_type; two: rating_value

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Two typical error cases of GPT-SLU.

Extra information can further facilitate SLU
We evaluate the effectiveness of providing slot
names only (Base), slot descriptions (w/ Des.), ex-
ample (w/ Exp.), or a combination of the above fol-
lowing Pan et al. (2023). The results are presented
in Table 3. We find that (1) both w/ Des. and W/
Exp. can provide extra information to boost perfor-
mance; (2) the greater performance improvement
of W/ Exp. compared to W/ Des. suggests that the
model is better at learning the underlying mapping
relationships through the provided samples; (3) pro-
viding both slot names and descriptions leads to
the best performance of slot filling, indicating the
importance of providing relevant information.

Model
SLURP

Intent (Acc) Slot (F1)

Base 80.21 18.75
w/ Des. 80.85 19.54
w/ Exp. 81.03 19.68
w/ Des+Exp. 82.09 22.36

Table 3: Impact of Prompt Design on SLU Perfor-
mance of GPT-SLU in stage one.

4.5. Error Analysis

Although our proposed GPT-SLU achieves promis-
ing results on three benchmark datasets, it still
demonstrates some errors that may prevent the
correct parsing of output. We summarize these
errors into two main categories, which are shown in
Figure 2: (1) Format Violations: Some outputs vi-
olate our format requirements. Take the prediction
in Figure 2(a) as an example, GPT-SLU predicts
at 10 p.m. as the value for slot timeRange,
whereas the correct format for a time expression
should not contain prepositions. (2) Verbose Re-
sponses: There are instances when GPT-SLU may
generate natural language responses, even though
we have implemented stringent constraints on the
output. An example of a verbose output is illus-
trated in Figure 2(b). Therefore, it is necessary to
perform post-processing on the output generated
by GPT-SLU. An interesting direction is to explore
integrating tools and plugins with GPT-SLU to en-
hance the standardization of SLU outputs.

5. Related Work

Spoken Language Understanding Spoken lan-
guage understanding (SLU) is pivotal for accurately
interpreting the user’s intent through the construc-
tion of semantic frames (Qin et al., 2021). In gen-
eral, SLU encompasses two subtasks: intent de-
tection and slot filling. Due to the high correlations
of the two subtasks, a bunch of models (Cheng
et al., 2023c,d) have been proposed to tackle the
two subtasks jointly. Due to the scarcity of data, a
series of SLU models for more challenging scenar-
ios have also been proposed, such as ASR-robust
SLU (Cheng et al., 2023a), few-shot SLU (Hou et al.,
2022), and zero-shot cross-lingual SLU (Zhu et al.,
2023a) among others.

ChatGPT in NLP Application ChatGPT has
gained widespread attention recently. Many fields
received its impacts and evolving fast, such
as Medicine (Jeblick et al., 2022) and Online
Exam (Susnjak, 2022). In NLP, there are new in-
vestigations with ChatGPT in several tasks as well.
For example, Zhang et al. (2022) use ChatGPT
achieved state-of-the-art performance on Stance
Detection, Guo et al. (2023) evaluated its helpful-
ness on question answering, Jiao et al. (2023a)
state that it is a good translator for spoken lan-
guage. Among them, Pan et al. (2023); He and
Garner (2023); Li et al. (2023) first conducted a pre-
liminary evaluation of ChatGPT for SLU tasks. We
try to dig into its SLU ability, suggesting a two-stage
mutual guided zero-shot SLU framework.

6. Conclusion

We presented GPT-SLU, a simple yet effective two-
stage framework for zero-shot spoken language
understanding (SLU) based on ChatGPT. Through
the two-stage interactive mode, GPT-SLU facilitates
mutual guidance and verification between the two
subtasks, thereby mitigating errors and illusions to
boost performance. We conducted experiments
on three benchmark datasets to validate the ef-
fectiveness. Surprisingly, GPT-SLU achieves more
impressive performance than its vanilla counterpart.
We hope this work offers inspiration for zero-shot
LLM-based spoken language understanding.
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Limitations and Future Work There are several
limitations in our GPT-SLU, which can be improved
in future work: (1) The current multi-stage mutual
guided prompt incurs a slightly higher cost. In fu-
ture work, we will strive for single-step interaction
to enable effective mutual guidance across multi-
tasks. (2) It is also interesting to explore how LLMs
can guide smaller supervised ones in SLU scenar-
ios, which holds significant implications for practi-
cal voice assistant applications. (3) The evaluation
benchmarks are limited, and the results may be
sensitive to changes over time as versions of the
LLMs are updated.
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